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385.2011 of this chapter as part of the
annual
report
required
under
§ 157.207(a), the following information:
(i) A description of the facilities constructed and the type of storage reservoir, i.e., gas expansion or dry gas,
water-drive or aquifer;
(ii) The location of the facilities;
(iii) The cost of such facilities, the
date construction began, and the date
they were placed in service;
(iv) The monthly volumes of gas injected into and withdrawn from each
reservoir;
(v) An estimate of the storage capacity and daily deliverability of each
project; and
(vi) A description of the contacts
made, reports produced, and results of
consultations which took place to ensure compliance with the Endangered
Species Act, the National Historic
Preservation Act and the Coastal Zone
Management Act.
(2) Quarterly reports. If the reservoir
to be tested and developed is an aquifer-type reservoir, the certificate holder shall file, in the manner prescribed
in §§ 157.6(a) and 385.2011 of this chapter
unless otherwise ordered by the commission, for each such project quarterly reports, under oath, until the
project is either certificated for regular service or abandoned. The quarterly report shall contain the following
information in addition to the data required by paragraph (b)(1) of this section:
(i) The daily volumes of natural gas
injected into and withdrawn from the
aquifer during the quarter and the volume of gas in the aquifer at the end of
each month;
(ii) The maximum daily injection or
withdrawal rate experienced during the
quarter and the average working pressure on such maximum days taken at a
central measuring point where the
total volume injected or withdrawn is
measured;
(iii) Results of any tracer program by
which leakage of gas may be determined;
(iv) Any pressure surveys of gas wells
and water levels in observation wells
conducted during the quarter by individual well, and copies of any core
analyses, gamma ray, neutron or other

electric log surveys and back-pressure
tests taken during the quarter;
(v) A map of the storage project
showing the location of the wells, the
latest revised structure contours, and
the location and extent of the gas bubble. This map need not be filed if there
is no material change from the map
previously filed; and
(vi) Such other data or reports which
may aid the Commission in the evaluation of the project.
(c) Accounting. The cost of any
project ultimately determined to be infeasible for storage shall be charged to
Account No. 822 of part 201, Underground Storage Exploration and Development Expenses.
[Order 234, 47 FR 24266, June 4, 1982, as
amended by Order 493, 53 FR 15030, Apr. 27,
1988; Order 603, 64 FR 26609, May 14, 1999; 72
FR 5614, Feb. 7, 2007; 73 FR 8191, Feb. 13, 2008;
74 FR 6539, Feb. 10, 2009; 75 FR 8246, Feb. 24,
2010; 76 FR 8294, Feb. 14, 2011; 77 FR 8725, Feb.
15, 2012; 78 FR 8390, Feb. 6, 2013; 79 FR 6808,
Feb. 5, 2014]

§ 157.216 Abandonment.
(a) Automatic authorization. The certificate holder is authorized pursuant
to section 7(b) of the Natural Gas Act
to abandon gas supply facilities, and:
(1) A receipt or delivery point, or related supply or delivery lateral, provided the facility has not been used to
provide:
(i) Interruptible transportation service during the one year period prior to
the effective date of the proposed abandonment, or
(ii) Firm transportation service during the one year period prior to the effective date of the proposed abandonment, provided the point is no longer
covered under a firm contract; or
(2) A facility that did or could now
qualify for automatic authorization as
described in § 157.203(b), provided the
certificate holder obtains the written
consent of each customer served using
the facility during the past 12 months.
(b) Prior notice. Subject to the notice
requirements of § 157.205, the certificate
holder is authorized pursuant to section 7(b) of the Natural Gas Act to
abandon:
(1) Any receipt or delivery point if all
of the existing customers of the pipeline served through the receipt or delivery point consent in writing to the
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abandonment. When filing a request for
authorization of the proposed abandonment under the notice procedures of
§ 157.205, the certificate holder shall notify, in writing, the State public service commission having regulatory authority over retail service to the customers served through the delivery
point.
(2) Any other facility that did or
could now qualify for prior notice authorization as described in § 157.203(c),
provided the certificate holder obtains
the written consent of each customer
served using the facility during the
past 12 months.
(c) Contents of request. In addition to
the requirements of § 157.205(b), requests filed for activities described
under paragraph (b) shall describe:
(1) The location, type, size, and
length of the subject facilities. For facilities not constructed or acquired
under blanket certificate authority, an
estimate of the current cost to replicate such facilities;
(2) The docket authorizing the construction and operation of the facilities
to be abandoned;
(3) For each facility an oath statement that all of the customers served
during the past year by the subject facilities have consented to the abandonment, or an explanation of why the
customers’ consent is not available;
(4) A proposed accounting treatment
of any facilities to be abandoned.
(5) For any abandonment resulting in
earth disturbance, a USGS 71⁄2-minuteseries (scale 1:24,000 or 1:25,000) topographic map (or map of equivalent or
greater detail, as appropriate) showing
the location of the proposed facilities
and a concise analysis discussing the
relevant issues outlined in § 380.12 of
this chapter.
(d) Reporting requirements. The annual
report filed by the certificate holder
shall contain, for each abandonment
authorized under paragraph (a) of this
section:
(1) A description of the facilities
abandoned under this section. For facilities not constructed or acquired
under blanket certificate authority, an
estimate of the current cost to replicate such facilities;
(2) The docket number(s) of the certificate(s) authorizing the construction

§ 157.217
and operation of the facilities to be
abandoned;
(3) The accounting treatment of the
facilities abandoned; and
(4) The date earth disturbance, if
any, related to the abandonment began
and the date the facilities were abandoned; and
(5) The date of the agreements obtained pursuant to § 157.206(b)(3), if
earth disturbance was involved.
[Order 234, 47 FR 24266, June 4, 1982, as
amended by Order 234–A, 47 FR 38877, Sept. 3,
1982; Order 603, 64 FR 26609, May 14, 1999;
Order 603–A, 64 FR 54536, Oct. 7, 1999; Order
686, 71 FR 63694, Oct. 31, 2006; 72 FR 54820,
Sept. 27, 2007]

§ 157.217

Changes in rate schedules.

(a) Automatic authorization. The certificate holder is authorized to permit
an existing customer, at the customer’s request, to change from part
157 individually certificated transportation or storage service to part 284
transportation or storage service, and
to abandon the part 157 service, if:
(1) The combined volumetric limitations on deliveries to the customer
under both rate schedules are not increased, for either annual or peak day
limitations;
(2) The conversion will reflect all the
maximum rates and charges associated
with the service;
(3) The changes are consistent with
the terms of the effective tariffs on file
with the Commission. The certificate
holder is granted a limited waiver of
its tariff requiring posting of available
capacity.
(4) The certificate holder shall make
a filing to reflect removal of the part
157 rate schedule from its tariff. This
tariff filing must be filed in the electronic format required by § 154.4 of this
chapter.
(b) Reporting requirements. In the annual report for any year in which the
certificate holder has permitted an existing customer to change from one
rate schedule to another pursuant to
this section, the certificate holder
shall state:
(1) The name of the customer;
(2) The rate schedules and associated
rates involved; and
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